
 

ZL-U10A Additional Instruction Manual 
 

● Buttons 

       On/ Off. 

 < Increase the setting temperature. 

 > Decrease the setting temperature. 

● Set Fan, Swing and Mode 

 Keeping any button depressed for three seconds will enter into the extended set 

state. At this time, the functions of the buttons are: 
 Select wind direction:  

 If the green LED is on, the wind swings, else stops swing.  

>    Select working mode:  

If the red digits show “Au”, it is auto mode; If “Co”, cooling mode;  

If “Dr”, dry mode; If “FA”, fan mode; If “HE”, heating mode. 

 <  Select fan speed:  

If the green digits show “Au”, it is auto fan; If “Hi”, high speed;  

If “--”, medium speed; If “Lo”, low speed. 

 Keep any button depressxed for three seconds, or do not press any button in ten 

seconds, it will exits the extended set state. 

● Other functions 

 1. If the A/C has been run within one hour, and now press the panel button to run the A/C, the 

working mode will keep unchanged. 

 2. If it is the first time to turn on by panel key after the supply power, the A/C will select a 

working mode according to the room temperature. If the room temperature is less than 21℃， it 

will enter into the heating mode; If over 27℃，cooling mode; If between 22-26℃，fan mode. 

 3. Forced start button on the main board:  

   It is effective only when the A/C is off.  

   Forced start does not provide compressor delay start protection.  

   If room temperature is less than 25℃，the valve will be energized(heating ); or the valve 

will not be energized(cooling ).  

 During forced start, the green digits show room temperature, while the red digits show the 

indoor coil temperature. 

 



 

● Display code: 

 

NO. Display code Description 

1 E1 Room Temperature Sensor Failure 

2 E2 Coil Sensor Failure 

3 E3 Lack of Refrigerant Protection 

4 dF Defrosting now 


